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Wild!  
Choose six topics from this list and fill in the appropriate 
details in the table below, including a sketch of the animal 
or plant. 

• Mountain pygmy possum • Plains wanderer 
• Regent honeyeater • Grasslands 
• Fire • River red gums 
• Dry forests • Murray cod 
• Red necked stint • Bush stone curlew 
• Eastern barred bandicoot • Mallee fowl 

 
Topic 1: 
 

Topic 2: Topic 3: 

Sketch Sketch Sketch 

Threat it faces: Threat it faces: Threat it faces: 

Topic 4: 
 

Topic 5: Topic 6: 

Sketch Sketch Sketch 

Threat it faces: Threat it faces: Threat it faces: 

 
For more information visit http://museumvictoria.com.au/wild   
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Bugs Alive!  
Find evidence to support the following statements in Bugs Alive! 

List the threat faced by one of the following species and ways in which people are 
conserving it. 

• Blakewell’s Jewel Beetle 
• Eltham Copper Butterfly 
• Giant Gippsland Earthworm 

 
Species: ____________________________________________________   

Threat:  __________________________________________________________________________ 

Conservation efforts:  ______________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

For more information visit http://museumvictoria.com.au/bugs/  

Title Statement Evidence 
Diversity Biodiversity is important.  

Why quarantine? Nature made us unique, 
quarantine keeps us that 
way. 

 

Alien Invaders Introduced species threaten 
Australia. 

 

Extinction Commercial exploitation 
can cause extinction. 

 

The collections Why do we have so many 
specimens? 
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Marine Life 
The oceans off the coast of Victoria are actually 
made up of many different habitats, each with their 
own individual character and species.  
Find information about the following six habitats. 

 

For more information visit http://museumvictoria.com.au/marine/ 

Habitat Name Brief description Animals found there 
Rocky reefs   

Seagrass meadows   

Sponge Gardens   

Open Ocean   

Sand Plains   

Deep sea   
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Forest Gallery 
Walk up the western ramp. Find a spot where you have a good view of all of the 
Forest Gallery. 

A forest has three different layers: the canopy, made up of the leafy tops of large 
trees, the understorey, made up of bushes, tree ferns and smaller trees, and the 
ground cover, made up of low plants that grow at ground level. 

Each layer is vital to the forest ecosystem and provides homes for different animals. 

Sketch a section of the forest gallery, including all three layers. Also draw and label 
any animals you can see in each layer. 

 

Canopy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Understorey 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ground cover 

 
For more information visit http://museumvictoria.com.au/forest/   
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Milarri Garden  
Milarri Garden is composed entirely of plants native to 
Victoria. There are no introduced species and there are 
no weeds.  
In a way it, shows what Victoria could have been like if 
people hadn’t changed the landscape with agriculture 
and introduced species. It also highlights plants that had a practical use for the 
indigenous inhabitants of south-eastern Australia. 

Choose five plants you can see in Milarri Garden and find out their use to Indigenous 
Australians. You might want to consider what we use for the same purpose today 
and how we acquire it. 

 
For more information visit http://museumvictoria.com.au/forest/ 

 

English plant name Indigenous name Use by Indigenous Australians. 
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Melbourne Museum floor plan 
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